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T5

The cabs ____ the same rates as those ____ by 
horse-drawn cabs and were ____ quite popular, 
____ the Prince of Wales (the ____ King Edward 
VII) travelled in ____. The cabs quickly ____ 
known as "hummingbirds" for ____ noise made 
by their motors and their distinctive black 
and ____ livery. Passengers ____ ____ the 
interior fittings were ____ when compared to 
____ cabs but there ____ some complaints ____ 
the ____ lighting made them too ____ to those 
outside ____.

charged, used, initially, even, 
future, became, the, yellow, 
reported, that, luxurious, 
horse-drawn, were that, 
internal, conspicuous, cab



"translate English to German: That is good."

"cola sentence: The 
course is jumping well."

"summarize: state authorities 
dispatched emergency crews tuesday to 
survey the damage after an onslaught 
of severe weather in mississippi…"

"stsb sentence1: The rhino grazed 
on the grass. sentence2: A rhino 

is grazing in a field."
T5

"Das ist gut."

"not acceptable"

"six people hospitalized after 
a storm in attala county."

"3.8"



The cabs charged the same rates as 
those used by horse-drawn cabs and 
were initially quite popular; even 
the Prince of Wales (the future King 
Edward VII) travelled in one. The 
cabs quickly became known as 
"hummingbirds" for the noise made by 
their motors and their distinctive 
black and yellow livery. Passengers 
reported that the interior fittings 
were luxurious when compared to 
horse-drawn cabs but there were some 
complaints that the internal ... 

lighting made them too conspicuous to 
those outside the cab. The fleet 
peaked at around 75 cabs, all of 
which needed to return to the single 
depot at Lambeth to switch batteries.

Unsupervised pre-training

Suppose “The banker contacted the 
professors and the athlete”. Can 
we infer that "The banker 
contacted the professors"?

yes

“Zero-shot” prompting





from https://www.scarymommy.com/best-trivia-questions-answers/ 

https://www.scarymommy.com/best-trivia-questions-answers/










Can we obtain good zero-shot 
task generalization by training 
a large language model on a 
massively multitask mixture of 
diversely prompted datasets?











Number of prompted datasets: 170

Number of prompts: 1939





Big Bench



T0 8 prompts per dataset)1 prompt per dataset

More prompts are better than one



T0

Adding datasets (usually) helps

More datasets Even more datasets







T0  11B parameters



GPT3 FLAN T0 (ours)

Size 175B 137B 11B

Multitask supervision Implicit Explicit Explicit

Zero-shot performance Decent Better Better

Architecture Decoder Decoder Encoder/decoder

Pre-training LM LM MLM->LM

Multiple prompts? No Yes Yes

Prompt diversity N/A Some Lots

Public No No Yes



https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource 

https://github.com/bigscience-workshop/promptsource


https://bigscience.huggingface.co/ 

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/


Thanks!


